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Abstract
Modern systems need to be able to self-adapt to changes in user needs, and changes
affecting the system itself or its environment. Dynamic software product line (DSPL) is
an engineering approach for developing self-adaptive systems based on commonalities
and variabilities for a family of similar systems. Currently, many DSPL approaches fail
to meet all adaptability requirements, and in many cases, they are developed in a such
unstructured manner that the controller is not explicitly represented, for example. We
specify a two-dimension taxonomy to address basic technical issues for realising variability in DSPLs. The self-adaptation dimension classifies the different design choices
for the adaptability requirements. The DSPL variability dimension classifies different
design choices for implementing variability schemes and for creating different kinds of
feature models. Our study was substantiated by surveying several DSPL approaches,
and evaluating and comparing their different design strategies. We also summarise
practical issues and difficulties, identify major trends in actual DSPL proposals, and
suggest directions for future.
Keywords: Dynamic Software Product Line, Self-Adaptive Systems, Adaptation
Taxonomy, Variability Taxonomy

1. Introduction
Modern software systems need to adapt both at design time and runtime to heterogeneous environments and devices. Software Product Lines (SPLs) are related to
emerging techniques where several artefacts are reused. Software Product Line (SPL)
deals with the modelling of commonalities and variabilities among a family of similar
systems [1]. Commonality corresponds to similar parts among family products, while
variability is defined as the ability of a product to be extended, modified, customised, or
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configured for a specific context [2]. In general, feature models [3] are used to represent
variability and commonality by means of features that can be classified as mandatory,
optional or alternative [4]. Mandatory features are present in all products derived from
SPL. Optional features may or may not appear in derived products, while alternative
features may be selected according to mutual exclusion constraints. While SPLs deal
with static variability, which is defined at design time, and its decision is performed
using binding, Dynamic Software Product Line (DSPL) deal with both static and dynamic variability. Dynamic variability, also called late or runtime variability, is also
defined at design time, however, its decision is performed using binding at deployment
or runtime.
Systems able to adapt their behaviour and/or structure at runtime are called selfadaptive software systems (SASS) [5]. These systems should are able to adapt in response to changes that occur to the system itself, its environment, or even its goals,
with no human interference. Feedback control loops provide a generic mechanism of
self-adaptation [6], and it is often modelled as the MAPE-K loop [7].
Software engineers could systematically reuse SASS good practices to develop
DSPL approaches.
From the perspective of variability, software product line (SPL) deals with commonalities and variabilities in product families by performing binding during the design
phase. Dynamic software product lines (DSPLs) are considered a sub-type of SPLs,
which handles variability by performing binding at runtime. From the perspective of
dynamicity, self-adaptive software systems (SASS) are able to dynamically adapt their
structure during runtime when responding to changes.
According to Bencomo et al. [8], many DSPL approaches are not as dynamic
as they should be, because they partially (or do not) implement self-adaptation activities. Bencomo et al. [8] also concludes the research on DSPL variability is still
heavily based on the specification of variability decisions during design time. In other
words, variability and its decision options are defined at design time, and variability
decision making occurs during execution. Ideally, a DSPL solution should allow new
decision options to be incorporated at runtime, improving the dynamicity of such solution. Dynamicity can be understood as the system’s ability to undergo changes and
adapt at runtime, reacting to foreseen, foreseeable, and unanticipated changes in the
most autonomous way as possible. Ideally, DSPL systems should be easy to understand, maintain and reuse. With such systems growing in size and complexity, employing self-adaptation and variability techniques while satisfying the software quality
attributes, such as modifiability, reusability, and testability, are deep concerns to the
DSPL systems engineers.
The goal of this chapter is to define a two-dimensional taxonomy that aims to identify how design issues related to variability and self-adaptation can affect the key quality attributes of DSPLs. In the context of self-adaptive system, variability design issues
are related to the managed subsystem (or target system), the self-adaptation design
issues are related to managing subsystem (or controller, or feedback control loop),
and the quality attributes are related to the self-adaptive system that encapsulates both
the managed and managing subsystems. Based on the above, the major contributions
of this chapter are: (i) identification of design issues related to variability and selfadaptation that are relevant to DSPLs; and (ii) evaluation of these design issues in the
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context of quality attributes that are pertinent to DSPLs. Based on our findings, we
have also identified several research challenges when building DSPLs that make use of
the SASS principles.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 2 gives a brief description of dynamic software product line (DSPL) and self-adaptive software systems (SASS). Section 3 describes a proposed taxonomy for classifying different design issues to DSPL, analysing of with a set investigated DSPL approaches. Section
4 presents an appropriate design criteria based on quality attributes for an ideal DSPL
solution. Section 5 discusses some research challenges. Finally, Section 6 presents
some concluding remarks and lessons learned.
2. Perspectives on Variability and Self-adaptation
Over the years, several contributions have emerged that apply variability modelling
concepts, using features models, in the development of self-adaptive software systems,
such as MoRE [9], MADAM [10], and DiVA [11]. From the viewpoint of runtime
adaptation, variability modelling can include both system (functional) and context (environmental) information, and if well established, variability modelling promises to be
a valuable basis for the definition of appropriate models in time of execution. Context
information includes data related to the environment where the system is running, such
as network, memory resources, battery level, and battery consumption, and other computing resources, while system information is obtained by specific sensors that monitor
the system components at runtime.
On the other hand, research on DSPLs has increasingly been using SASS techniques to improve the management of runtime variability, such as ASPL [12], ArCMAPE [13], and BSN-DSPL [14]. The MAPE-K feedback control loop (see Section
2.2) can be applied to automate variability and product derivation management processes at runtime. Thus, we can infer that there is a synergy between these two areas of
research, which encompasses both DSPLs that support dynamic variability using SASS
techniques, and SASS that apply (D)SPL techniques to manage variability at runtime.
2.1. Dynamic Software Product Line
The Dynamic Software Product Line (DSPL) extends the concept of conventional
SPL since the latter emphasises the variability analysis, decision-making and product
configuration at the design time. DSPL emphasises variability analysis at design time,
but postpones the decision of the variability and the application reconfiguration to be
made at runtime.
In SPLs, the binding can occur at design time to generate a product using static
binding. In the case of DSPLs, the binding should occur at runtime in order to support
dynamic variability. Dynamic variability (also called late or runtime variability) can
be represented using dynamic compositions, which is a set of features with dynamic
binding [15]. In contrast, static variability can be represented using static compositions,
which is a set of features with static binding [16].
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2.2. Self-adaptive Software Systems
Self-adaptive software systems are systems that are able to modify their behaviour
and/or structure in response to changes that occur to the system itself, its environment,
or even its goals [17].
Self-adaptation enables a system to adjust itself in response to changes, and there is
a wide range of approaches to engineering self-adaptive software systems through tried
and tested reference models. For example, Weyns et al. formalise the self-adaptive system’s environment as a collection of processes and attributes using their FOrmal Reference Model for self-adaptation (FORMS) [18]. Although there are several reference
models for self-adaptive software systems [7, 19, 20], most of them share the common
use of a feedback loop [6, 21, 22]. In this chapter, we adopt as a feedback control loop,
the Monitor, Analyse, Plan, Execute - Knowledge (MAPE-K) reference model [7], as
shown in Figure 1.
The main feedback control loop, in the Managing Subsystem, which embodies the
stages of the MAPE-K reference model, observes (via probes) and adapts (via effectors)
a Managed Subsystem. The Monitor stage enables to obtain the state of the target
system and its environment. The Analyse stage analyses the state of the target system
and its environment in order, first, to decide whether adaptation should be triggered,
and second, to identify the appropriate courses of action in case adaptation is required.
The Plan stage, first, selects amongst alternative course of action those that are the
most appropriate, and second, generates the plans that will realise the selected course
of action. The Execute stage executes the plans that deploy the course of action for
adapting the system. Finally, Knowledge represents any information related to the
perceived state of the target system and environment that enables the provision of selfadaptation.
2.3. DSPL versus SASS
Weyns et al. [23] use the general terms manager subsystem and managed subsystem
to indicate the constituent parts of a self-adaptive software system. The first part of
Figure 1 (left side) represents this separation, where the managing subsystem manages
the managed subsystem and is organised according to an autonomic control loop, and
the managed subsystem consists of the application logic that provides the system’s
domain functionality.
The second part of Figure 1 (right side) illustrates a DSPL application represented
as a self-adaptive system, in order to encompass managed and managing subsystems.
The managed subsystem is a DSPL, which contains the application logic, according to
its domain. This subsystem is unconscious of the rest of the system, and its components
(parts) are isolated and do not access the rest of the system. The managing subsystem
is a controller, which includes the adaptation logic and is independent of DSPL. So the
logic can be reused in different domains. The managing subsystem is transparent to
the DSPL and is responsible for monitoring, adaptation reasoning and acting on DSPL.
Finally, the entire system interacts with an environment, which refers to the context in
which the system is running, including hardware, operating system, other systems and
networks access.
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Figure 1: DSPL in the context of SASS.

3. A Taxonomy for DSPL
There are several design issues for implementing DSPL approaches, and for each
approach there are different associated alternative strategies, called design solutions.
The proposed taxonomy identifies the several common design issues for implementing
DSPLs, and classifies their different design solutions. The taxonomy was developed
based on previous studies that define taxonomies in the area of self-adaptation [20, 24,
25, 26] and DSPL [27, 28].
3.1. Dimensions of Taxonomy
Our proposed taxonomy classifies the design issues of a DSPL scheme into two
dimensions: the first dimension is related to variability design issues, while the second
dimension is related to self-adaptation design issues.
Variability dimension. This dimension was based on previous taxonomies [28, 27].
Bashari et al. [28] present a detailed adaptation taxonomy for DSPL, establishing an
individual classification for each MAPE-K activity, that is: monitor, analyse, plan, and
execute. Galster et al. [27] have provided a variability characterisation for software
systems.
Using the taxonomies of Bashari et al. [28] and Galster et al. [27], we combine similar design issues and remove design solutions that are applicable only to SPL
(static variability). Besides, design issues related to the self-adaptation process were
reallocated to the self-adaptation dimension (Section 3.4), such as design issues and its
design solutions for the MAPE-K loop.
After, the variability dimension was analysed using the DSPLs selected for validation (Section 3.2). This analysis also resulted in the refining of the set of design
solutions and the addition of the design issue for feature modelling strategy and the
platform to implement variability. Section 3.3 describes the variability dimension and
applies it to the selected DSPLs.
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Self-adaptation dimension. This dimension was based on previous taxonomies [20,
24, 25, 26]. McKinley et al. [24] have proposed a compositional adaptation taxonomy, comparing how, when and where the recomposition occurs. Later, Salehie and
Tahvildari [25] proposed a taxonomy for self-adaptation, that relies on the object to
adapt (what), realisation issues (how), temporal characteristics (when), and interaction
concerns of adaptation (where), extending the taxonomies of Oreizy et al. [20] and
McKinley et al. [24]. Andersson et al. [26] have presented an adaptation taxonomy
for self-adaptive software systems, focusing on modelling dimension.
Using these previous taxonomies, we combine similar design issues and remove
design solutions that are not applicable to DSPLs, generating a first version of the selfadaptive dimension of our taxonomy. Besides, we have added design issues related to
the feedback control loop MAPE-K.
After, our initial self-adaptation dimension was analysed using the DSPLs selected
for validation (Section 3.2). This analysis also resulted in the refining of the set
of design solutions and the addition of the design issue for the architectural pattern
used. Section 3.4 describes the self-adaptation dimension and applies it to the selected
DSPLs.
3.2. Selection of DSPL Approaches
We have selected relevant approaches in the intersection of DSPLs and SASS. In
particular, we have selected two types of systems: (i) SPLs that support dynamic variability, and (ii) self-adaptive systems that apply SPL techniques to manage variability at
runtime. The selected DSPL approaches that support some form of dynamic variability
are: Abbas et al. (ASPL) [12, 29], Abotsi et al. [30], Baresi et al. [31], Bencomo et
al. (Genie) [32, 33], Casquina et al. (Cosmapek) [34], Cetina et al. (MoRE) [35, 36],
Cubo et al. (Dynamic DAMASCo) [37, 38], Fuentes and Gamez [39, 40], Gomaa and
Hashimoto [41], Hallsteinsen et al. (MADAM) [10, 42, 43], Lee et al. [44, 45], Morin
et al. (DiVA) [46, 47, 11], Nascimento et al. (ArCMAPE) [13, 48], Parra et al. (CAPucine) [49, 50], Pessoa et al. [14, 51], Rosenmüller et al. [15, 1]. This list was defined
based on two sources of information: (i) the systematic mapping study developed by
the authors to identify approaches that include dependability attributes in DSPLs [52],
and (ii) two surveys [8, 28] that identify DSPLs and analyse the use of the MAPE-K
feedback control loop.
This previous systematic mapping study [52] reviewed papers about Dependable
DSPLs selecting nine primary studies. In addition, we made a comparison of the primary studies regarding the MAPE-K loop activities and the DSPL dimension. The
survey developed by Bencomo et al. [8] questioned the dynamism level of DSPL approaches compared to MAPE-K loop. They selected nine DSPL approaches and analysed whether each DSPL meet phases of feedback control loop at runtime (dynamic)
or design-time (static). The survey presented by Bashari et al. [28] proposed a conceptual framework for comparing adaptation realisation in DSPL based on MAPE-K loop.
They also compared seven DSPL approaches using the proposed framework.
Tables 1 and 2 provide a summary of the main aspects of the DSPL approaches
presented in this section, showing the different strategies for each design issue of our
taxonomy (Section 3). In order to compare the DSPL approaches, we assign weights
to each design strategy, which reflect the contribution (negative, neutral, positive and
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+positive) of that strategy in facilitating the construction of DSPL applications. A
negative weight (-1) is attributed when a solution clarifies that it does not explicitly
support a design issue or when the chosen design issue is a poor choice. However, in
some situations, it is not possible to claim there is support or not a specific design issue,
and in this case, we choose not to penalise the solution, indicating as ‘Not specified’
(–). A positive weight (+1) is attributed to the solution when a good design issue is
chosen. And a +positive weight (+2) is attributed to the solution when it chooses the
design issue considered the best choice. Adding up the weights of DSPL approach
produces a final score that is an indication of the suitability of that implementation for
the development of well structured DSPLs.
The reader should note that some design issues have mutually exclusive design
strategies, while for others, the strategies have an additive character (these are marked
with ‘+’ in Tables 2 and 1). Thus, the highest score attainable by a approach is 38,
obtained by adding the maximum possible scores for each design issue. Section 3.3
evaluates the selected approaches (Section 3.2) for each design issue included in the
Variability Dimension (D1). Section 3.4 evaluates the same approaches considering
the design issues of the Self-Adaptation Dimension (D2). Section 3.5 summarises our
findings.
3.3. Variability Dimension
Table 1 presents the design issues and their respective design solutions of the variability dimension applied to the selected DSPLs, which are discussed below.
D1-A1. Variability Type. Static variability is performed by the compiler while dynamic variability is performed by the system itself at runtime. A DSPL approach must
support at least dynamic variability. We classify the design approaches for supporting
DSPL variability in two types: (i) only dynamic variability, and (ii) both static and
dynamic variabilities. For the purpose of enhancing the structuring of DSPL systems,
it is desirable to allow the support of both variability types. As a result, the support
of both static and dynamic variability is assigned weight +2 while the support of only
dynamic variability received +1.
D1-A2. Variability Conceptual Model. Although Kang and Lee [3] present only two
variability models for SPLs, feature model and decision model, we also consider other
strategies for the variability modelling raised by Galster et al. [27]. Thus, the variability
can be represented as: (i) feature model, (ii) decision model, (iii) change scenarios, (iv)
profiles, (v) rules / conditions and (vi) variant labels / annotations. The representation
of variability as feature models is a classical approach used by most of the (D)SPL
approaches. In the second scheme, decision model represents the variability as a set
of decisions, commonly in tabular notation or textual notation. In the third scheme,
change scenarios are modelled to describe events or options that trigger changes in the
system. In the fourth approach, profiles are created to represent descriptive summaries
of artefacts in the environment (as a table, model or a set of expressions). In the fifth
approach, a set of rules or conditions is defined referring to elements or artefacts that
realise the system in order to support variability. In the sixth approach, variant labels
or annotations are added to artefacts that represent the DSPL.
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Table 1: Summary of variability dimension.
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Kang et al. [3] consider the feature model as the most adequate variability representation due to its clearer semantics and graphical notation. Our choice of weights in
Table 1 expresses this preference. The feature model technique is assigned weight +2
since it is a well-known technique for SPL development. Decision model and change
scenarios techniques represent variability explicitly using textual notations, while profile and rules/ condition definitions represent variability in a more implicitly manner.
The variant label/annotation technique promotes variability to be scattered and tangled
in the source code, which decreases the system’s modularity. We consider the use
of techniques, such as (i) decision model, (ii) change scenario, (iii) profile definition,
and (iv) rule/condition definition more robust than using the variant label technique.
Correspondingly, these techniques have received weight +1 while the label/annotation
technique received weight 0.
D1-A3. Feature Modelling Strategy. There are at least two design strategies for the
DSPL feature representation: (i) only dynamic feature modelling and (ii) static and dynamic features modelling. In the first case, the feature model represents only dynamic
features with dynamic binding, encompassing FODA1 -like feature models, orthogonal
variability models (OVM) and common variability language (CVL). In the second case,
the mechanism supports both static and dynamic features at the same time. Most of the
traditional notations of feature models emphasise only variability in space, having no
special representation to define whether a variation point should be bound at design
time or runtime. Thus, there are at least two design strategies for combining static with
dynamic features and representing variability in time: (i) use of multiple models with
a feature model to represent all (static and dynamic) features and a separate model to
differentiate static and dynamic features or to represent its binding times; and (ii) use
of a single feature model based on an extended notation to represent both static and dynamic features. We have assigned weight 0 to approaches which support only dynamic
features, whereas weight +1 was assigned to those which support both dynamic and
static features using multiple models, and weight +2 to those which support dynamic
and static features using a single model.
D1-A4. Architectural Model. There are at least three design techniques for representing PLA architectures: (i) using customised languages, and (ii) using ADL. In the first
case, some DSPL approaches define customised languages or ad-hoc models to represent the architectural model. In the second case, Architecture Description Languages
(ADLs) are used to define the software architecture. ADL is any language used in
an architecture description and it can be used by one or more viewpoints to represent
identified system concerns within an architecture description [53]. This design issue
has mutually exclusive strategies. Adopting design strategies for representing architectural models produce well-structured software systems. This justifies the positive
weight assigned to this design issue and the negative weight assigned to the approach
that did not offer any support.
1 Feature-Oriented

Domain Analysis [4].
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D1-A5. Architectural Style. It refers to the highly granular entities of the system and
how they are connected to each other [28]. There are at least three different architectural styles used by DSPL approaches: (i) component-based style, (ii) service-oriented
architecture style, and (iii) hybrid architectural style. In the first approach, componentbased architectures provide functionalities structured as architectural configurations
composed of components and connectors. In the second approach, service-oriented architectures are based on services to provide systems’ functionalities to service clients.
In the third approach, hybrid architectural styles are based on components and services, using specifications such as Service Component-Architecture (SCA). We have
assigned weight -1 to approaches which do not support any architectural style, whereas
weight +1 was assigned to those which support some kind of architectural style; the
hybrid approach was given weight +2.
D1-A6. Variability Managed Element. The variability managed element is the part
of the system that changes when the variability is carried out. The variability can be
attached to different levels of abstraction, such as: (i) code, (ii) component, (iii) service,
(iv) aspect, and (v) software architecture. In the first case, the variability promotes
changes in the code, which is generated, compiled and deployed at runtime. In the
second case, the variability is attached to components, allowing the connection and
disconnection of components. In the third case, the variability promotes changes at
service level by allowing the disconnection and connection of services. In the fourth
case, the dynamic variability is performed by a dynamic aspect weaving. In the last
case, two or more architecture are compared and one is chosen to meet variability.
For the purpose of enhancing the structuring and dynamicity of DSPL systems, it
is desirable to allow changes to be applied to different kinds of managed elements as
many as possible. This design issue has an additive character.
D1-A7. Variability Traceability. It refers to the mapping between the variability and
architectural models. There are at least three strategies for supporting traceability: (i)
direct link, (ii) traceability matrix, or (iii) transformation rules. In the first approach,
a direct link is defined between the variability elements and architectural elements,
without the creation of a mapping element between both. For instance, using OVM
to relate features to architectural elements. In the second approach, the traceability is
performed by using a traceability matrix, such as a table or a mapping model, relating variability elements of variability to architectural elements. In the third approach,
transformation rules define the mapping between variability elements and architectural elements. The direct link approach promotes well-structured DSPL easier to be
changed and maintained since less complicated solutions can be developed. In order
to reflect these qualities, we have assigned a weight +2 to approaches which support
direct link traceability, whereas weight +1 was assigned to those which support some
traceability technique using two separated models; approaches that did not specify or
declare the traceability used did not receive a weight.
3.4. Self-adaptation Dimension
Table 2 presents the design issues and their respective design solutions of the selfadaptation dimension applied to the selected DSPLs, which are discussed below.
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Table 2: Summary of self-adaptation dimension
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D2-A1. Adaptation Cause. It refers to the source that triggers/initiates the adaptation
process. Such sources can be represented as: (i) context, (ii) system, and (iii) user.
Changes in context occur in the environment and are external to the system. The ability to react to context changes requires the capture of context information. Context
information can be divided into the system context and user context [10, 42]. The
system context information includes data related to the environment where the system
is running, such as network, memory resources, battery level and consumption, and
other computing resources. The user context information includes data such as position (based on GPS information in a smartphone, for instance), and environmental
information in which the user is entered, such as light and noise. Changes in system
occur internally, for instance, the failure of a component, the performance of a service,
and exceptions. The ability to react to system changes requires specific sensors within
the implemented system according to the change to be detected. The change can also
be triggered by some user action while using the system and they refer to changes in
user requirements or needs at runtime. This design issue has an additive character, and
a approach could add up to 3 points.
D2-A2. Adaptation Automation. Automation refers to the degree of outside intervention during adaptation. Andersson et al. [26] define the automation as a degree, which
can vary from (i) assisted to (ii) autonomous. In the first case, the adaptation is externally assisted, either by another system or by human intervention. In the second
case, the adaptation process is fully automated with no external influence guiding how
the system should adapt. Since autonomic computing promises that, increasingly, the
adaptation processes should be completely autonomous, this justifies the neutral weight
assigned to the assisted approach and the positive weight assigned to the autonomous
adaptation technique.
D2-A3. Adaptation Binding Time. It defines the moment when the adaptation binding
occurs. There are three different design solutions for the binding occurrence: (i) at
design time, (ii) at load time, and (iii) at runtime. In general, SPLs implement binding
at design time, while DSPLs can support the three bindings types, although DSPLs
should support at least the binding at runtime. In addition, each DSPL approach can
optionally support design and/or load binding time mechanisms. This design issue also
has an additive character, and an approach could add up 3 points.
D2-A4. Adaptable Architectural Pattern. Here, we consider the architectural patterns
for adaptive systems presented by Buschmann et al. [54], which are Microkernel and
Reflection patterns. Hence, the use of adaptable architectural pattern can be: (i) not
supported when the approach does not follow an adaptable architectural pattern; (ii)
partly supported when the approach follows another architectural pattern that is not
specifically designed for self-adaptive applications, such as the layer architectural pattern, that brings several benefits such as separation of concerns, maintainability, and
reusability [54]; (iii) microkernel, when the approaches follows the Microkernel Architectural Pattern; or (iv) reflection, when the approaches follow the Reflection Architectural Pattern.
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Transparency refers to whether an application is aware of the “infrastructure” needed
for adaptation. Different degrees of transparency (concerning application source, virtual machine, and so on) can be implemented. The reflection pattern supports a high
degree of transparency, while the microkernel pattern supports a lower degree. In order
to reflect these qualities, we have assigned weight -1 to approaches which have not
used any architectural pattern; and weight 0 to approaches which support another architectural pattern not specific to adaptive systems, whereas weight +2 was assigned to
those which support the reflection pattern, and weight +1 was given to those approaches
which applied the microkernel pattern.
D2-A5. Adaptation Realisation Type. According to Salehie and Tahvildari [25], there
are two different types of adaptation: (i) close adaptation, and (ii) open adaptation. In
the first approach, the system has only a fixed number of adaptive options, and no new
behaviours and alternatives can be introduced at runtime. In the second, the system
can be extended, and new alternatives can be added at runtime. As a consequence,
new behaviour and even new adaptable elements can be introduced into the system for
use by adaptation mechanism. We have assigned a neutral weight when the approach
implements close adaptation; and a positive weight when the approach supports open
adaptation.
D2-A6. Adaptation Realisation Technique. It is related to the implementation approach to perform the adaptation. There are at least three different design solutions for
implementing the adaptation: (i) replacement, (ii) reorganisation of the architecture,
and (iii) code generation. In the first approach, adaptation is achieved by replacing one
element with another with a same interface, without affecting the rest of the system architecture. In the second approach, a reconfiguration of architecture is performed when
the adaptation occurs, reorganising the architectural structure. In the third approach,
the adaptation is performed by generating, compiling and deploying a new portion of
source code in order to change or fix the system behaviour. This design issue also has
an additive character, and a approach could add up 3 points.
D2-A7. Use of the MAPE-K Pattern. This requirement should consider at least three
design issues: (i) whether or not the four activities of the MAPE-K are present in
the adaptation mechanism implementation as individual functionalities (realisation of
individual MAPE-K activities), (ii) to what extent the knowledge base supports the representation of models (knowledge model support, and (iii) whether or not the approach
adheres to MAPE-K pattern, as shown in Table 2.
The first aspect identifies whether or not the implementation of the monitor, analyse, plan, and execute functionalities are supported. Each functionality can be classified as: (i) not implemented, or (ii) implemented. Moreover, when the activity is
implemented, one should consider how the set of adaptation options is defined and
when the option binding is performed. These options could be: (i) statically defined +
design time binding: statically defined at design time and it could not be changed during runtime execution, that is, the static binding is performed, (ii) statically defined +
runtime binding: statically defined at design time but the option binding is performed at
runtime, and (iii) dynamically defined + runtime binding: the set of options is dynamically defined, in the sense that new options could be included/removed during runtime,
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and the option binding is also performed at runtime. For each activity (Monitor, Analyse, Plan and Execute), we have assigned a neutral weight when the functionality was
not implemented and a positive weight when it was implemented. When the activity
is implemented, we have assigned a negative weight (-1) when the set of decisions is
statically defined at design time, and their binding cannot be changed at runtime; a
neutral weight (0) when the set of decisions is statically defined at design time but their
binding is realised at runtime; and a positive weight (+1) when the set of decisions is
dynamically defined and their binding is also realised at runtime.
For the second design issue, the knowledge base can be (i) model-free or (ii) modelbased. In the first approach, the knowledge base has no predefined model for the system
or the environment. In the second approach, the knowledge base uses a model of the
system and its context. Two kinds of models exist according to the adaptation realisation type: (i) static models or (ii) dynamic models. We have assigned a neutral weight
when the approach is model-free. When the approach supports the representation of
knowledge models (model-based), we have assigned a +1 weight when the approach
implements static models; and a +2 weight when the approach supports dynamic models.
On the one hand, static models are used by systems with close adaptation and
model-based knowledge. Static models cannot be extended at runtime, that is, the
set of adaptation options are defined at design time, and they cannot be changed at
runtime. One of these options is chosen at runtime by the analyser and/or the planner
components. On the other hand, dynamic models are used by systems with open adaptation and model-based knowledge. Dynamic models incorporate a set of adaptation
options that can be changed at runtime by including new options or removing existing
ones. The option to be executed is also chosen during runtime by the analyser and
planner components.
The third aspect refers to whether or not a control loop pattern is supported. The
control loop pattern can be: (i) not supported when the approach does not implement
the feedback loop; (ii) partly supported when the control loop is structured in an adhoc manner; or (iii) fully supported when the approach explicitly applies the control
loop pattern. We have assigned weight +1 for full support of control loops, weight 0
for partial support, and weight -1 for no support.
3.5. Summary
As much as possible, DSPL approaches should be highly adaptable, dynamic, reliable and simple. In spite of these requirements, the previous discussions revealed
that several decisions taken in the design of the studied DSPL approaches resulted in
solutions which are too inflexible, static and complex. Ranking the studied approaches
according to their final score (Table 3), out of the maximum of 38, we have: Morinet al.
(29); Abbas et al. (28); Casquina et al., Cubo et al. and Nascimento et al. (25); Leeet
al. (24); Hallsteinsen et al. (23); Bencomo et al. and Rosenmüller et al. (21); Cetina et
al. and Gomaa and Hashimoto (19); Parra et al. (18); Fuentes and Gamez (16); Baresi
et al. (14); and Abotsi et al. (12). Tables 1and 2 present, in a summarised fashion, both
the positive and negative design issues of each approach, allowing the software engineer to compare different approaches and evaluate potential difficulties and the impact
of a given choice in the construction of DSPLs. Therefore, Tables 1and 2 are meant
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Abotsi et al.
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Abbas et al.

DSPL
Approach

Baresi et al.

Table 3: Summary of dimensions.

Final Score 28 12 14 21 25 19 25 16 19 23 24 29 24 18 18 21

primarily as a guide for decision-making rather than an absolute measurement of the
suitability of a given approach.
4. General Design Criteria
The taxonomy developed in Section 3 identifies several design issues, which should
be taken into account while designing a DSPL. The design decisions should be taken
according to the demanding quality attributes.This section outlines the main criteria
that can be followed by software engineers to build effective DSPLs. Based on these
criteria, we identify the choices for designing an ideal DSPL approach.
4.1. Quality Attributes
Q1. Dynamicity. Dynamicity is a system’s ability to undergo changes and adapt at runtime. Dynamicity can be measured as the degree of a system to self-adapt to runtime,
reacting to foreseen, foreseeable, and unanticipated changes in the most autonomous
way possible.
Q2. Autonomy. Autonomy is the degree of external intervention during adaptation
[26]. Autonomous systems operate without the direct intervention of humans or others
systems, and have some kind of control over their actions and internal state [55].
Q3. Flexibility. Flexibility is the degree to which a product or system can be used with
effectiveness, efficiency, freedom from risk and satisfaction in contexts beyond those
initially specified in the requirements [56]. Flexibility can be achieved by adapting a
system for additional user groups, tasks and cultures [56]. Flexibility enables systems
to take account of circumstances, opportunities and individual preferences that might
not have been anticipated in advance [56]. If a system is not designed for flexibility, it
might not be safe to use the product in unintended contexts [56].
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Q4. Performance. Performance is the degree of a system or component to accomplish
its designated functions within given constraints, such as speed, accuracy, or memory
usage [57]. Performance can be a measure of a system’s ability to perform its functions, including response time, throughput, and number of transactions per second [58].
Performance is an indication of the system responsiveness to execute any action within
a given time interval. It can be measured in terms of latency or throughput. Latency
is the required time to respond to any event. Throughput is the number of events that
occur in a period of time.
Q5. Complexity. Complexity establishes the degree to which a system’s design or code
is difficult to understand because of numerous components or relationships among
components [57]. Complexity is a measurement of how many more computing resources the approach of a problem requires as the problem grows in number of variables [58]. Feedback control loop and adaptation pattern are examples of techniques to
cope with and reign in the management complexity of dynamic systems [59].
Q6. Transparency. Transparency refers to whether an application or system is aware
of the infrastructure needed for recomposition [24]. Different degrees of transparency
determine both the proposed approach’s portability across platforms and how easily it
can add new adaptive behaviour to existing programs [60].
Q7. Separation of Concerns. This principle is used to deal with the complexities that
exist in the definition and use of software systems [61]. Separation of concerns can be
understood as the principle of software design that the source code be separated into
layers and components that each have distinct functionality with as little overlap as
possible [62].
Q8. Modularity. The modularity is related to the degree to which a system or computer
program is composed of discrete components so that a change to one component has
minimal impact on others [57]. Modularity is the ability of a system to be composed of
separate, interchangeable components, each of which accomplishes one function and
contains everything necessary to accomplish this. Modularity increases cohesion and
reduces coupling and makes it easier to extend the functionality (modifiability) and
maintain the system (maintainability). Cohesion is the manner and degree to which the
tasks performed by a single software module are related to one another [57]. Coupling
is the manner and degree of interdependence between software modules [57].
Q9. Modifiability. Software modifiability refers to a measure of how easy it may be to
change an application to cater for new functional and nonfunctional requirements [63].
The modifiability of a system is improved as system modularity improves. Modifiability can be understood as a design quality attribute that composes maintainability.
Q10. Reusability. The the reusability is the degree to which an software asset can be
used in more than one software system, or in building other assets [57]. Software reusability is the use of existing software assets in some form within the software product
development process. Reusing the code of adaptation logic should be possible. Ideally,
the adaptation logic should be defined independently of the application logic, so that
adaptation logic components can be reused in distinct domains.
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Q11. Testability. The effort required to test software is called testability [57]. Software testability refers to the ease with which software can be made to demonstrate its
faults through (typically execution-based) testing [64]. In general, system testability
relates to several structural issues [64]: separation of concerns, the level of documentation, and the degree to which the system uses information hiding. In the ideal world, it
should not be difficult to test every adaptation scenario in a systematic manner. However, testability is affected by the dynamism of the self-adaptive system, as it increases
the degree of unpredictability. Non-dynamic systems can be tested at design time to reduce the occurrence of unforeseen situations. Whereas dynamic systems are prepared
to anticipate the changes that may occur at runtime, changes at runtime in self-adaptive
systems may have different degrees of anticipation [5]: foreseen (taken care of), foreseeable (planned for), and unforeseen (not planned for).
Q12. Reliability. Reliability is the capability of the software product to maintain a
specified level of performance when used under specified conditions [57]. Reliability
is the ability of a system to remain operational over time, and how the system behaves
in varying circumstances. Performing tests and correcting failures result in improved
reliability.
4.2. An Ideal DSPL Approach
After describing the quality attributes in the previous section, we proceed by discussing each design issue and present an ideal model for developing DSPLs, considering both the self-adaptive dimension and the variability dimension. We discuss how
each design choice can affect the quality attributes while designing the DSPL. Table 4
shows a summary of our findings. A ‘+’ in the Table 4 indicates a positive relationship between a design alternative and a quality attribute, that is, the use of the design
alternative helps in the achievement of the quality goal. A ‘-’ in the table indicates
the opposite situation. Finally, a blank cell indicates that, depending on the context
of use, it could have a negative or positive effect. Both design issues and quality attributes are abstract, and the scores of the tables are meant to guide developers in their
choices among design alternatives, and identify possible design conflicts. The interactions among design alternatives and quality attributes can be complex, and these design
choices should be understood in the context of other design decisions. Trade offs are
also discussed in this section since the quality attributes can be conflicting to each
other.
4.2.1. Variability Dimension (D1)
D1-A1. Variability Type. A DSPL approach should support at least the dynamic variability. From the viewpoint of developing well-structured DSPLs, it seems to be reasonable the approach to provide support for both static and dynamic variability since
part of the software variability could be decided during design time. Thus, an ideal
DSPL approach should deal with static variability and dynamic variability.
D1-A2. Variability Conceptual Model. An ideal DSPL approach should represent the
variability as feature model. Pohl et al. state that the explicit representation of the
software variability has significant advantages as the improvement of modifiability,
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ADL
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Component-based
Service-oriented
Hybrid
Code
Component
Service
Aspect
Architecture
Direct link
Traceability matrix
Transformation rules
Context
System
User
Assisted
Autonomous
Design
Load
Runtime
Not supported
Partly supported
Microkernel pattern
Reflection pattern
Close
Open
Replacement
Reorganisation
Code generation
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Statically + Design time binding
Statically + Runtime binding
Dynamically + Runtime binding
Model-free
Model-based (static)
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Not supported
Partly supported
Fully Supported
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Q8

Q7

Q6

Q5
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Q2

QualityAttributes
Design Issue
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Table 4: Taxonomy design issues versus quality attributes.
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modularity and reusability [65]. The decision model, change scenario, profile definition, and rule/condition techniques represent variability in a more implicitly manner
when compared to the feature model scheme, as a consequence, their use can affect
negatively the traceability quality attribute. However, these techniques can support
some variability modularity and modifiability since variability changes can be located
in few places. We consider that performing changes to a single component is better
than making a widespread change to the system. The variant label/annotation technique promotes variability to be scattered and tangled in the source code, which can
decrease the system’s modularity and variability traceability and reusability.
D1-A3. Feature Modelling Strategy. Considering that variability should be represented
explicitly as feature models (D1-A2 paragraph), and ideally DSPLs should support both
static and dynamic variability (D1-A1 paragraph), then the representation of both static
and dynamic features is the design choice to be naturally taken. The single model
scheme as a design alternative has some advantages by promoting the creation of simpler systems that are easier to be modified, traced and reused. On the other hand,
the primary and secondary model strategy can promote the creation of more complex
systems, it becomes more difficult to be maintained and more difficult to achieve variability traceability.
D1-A4. Architectural Model. An ideal approach for DSPL should adopt a design strategy for representing architectural models in order to benefit from all the advantages of
a well-known architecture-centric approach [66], that is, yield systems easier to modify, reuse, test, and trace. The non-use of architectural model is an design alternative
that can have a negative effect on the system’s complexity, modifiability, traceability,
modularity, reusability, testability, and reliability.
D1-A5. Architectural Style. The three main styles considered in our study are: the
component-based style, the SOA style, and the hybrid approach which combines both
styles. An ideal DSPL approach should follow a specific architectural style, either
component-based or SOA style, however, the use of the hybrid approach provides support to more flexible DSPLs.
D1-A6. Variability Managed Element. The variability managed element is the part of
the system that changes when the variability is carried out. An ideal approach should
provide a multi-level attachment of variability since it is important for DSPL developers/architects to be able to attach variability at different levels of system structure. This
design alternative improves the system’s flexibility and modifiability.
D1-A7. Variability Traceability. It refers to the mapping between the variability and
architectural models. Ideally, a DSPL approach should use the direct link approach
between variability elements and architectural elements, without the creation of a mapping artefact between both. This design choice improves modifiability, changes traceability, understanding, and readability since the system is less complex. Besides, direct
links between the artefacts can facilitate systematic and consistent reuse [65]. The use
of traceability matrix or transformation rule implies in the creation of an extra artefact
to define the mapping between variability and architectural elements, which can cause
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a negative effect on the system’s complexity. Moreover, the traceability matrix technique represents more explicitly the mapping when compared to the transformation
rule technique.
4.2.2. Self-adaptation Dimension (D2)
D2-A1. Adaptation Cause. Some of the required properties for DSPL, prescribed by
Hallsteinsen et al. [67], are: context and situation awareness, unexpected changes,
and changes by users, such as functional or quality requirements. Ideally, a DSPL
approach should react to the three kinds of adaptation causes (context, system, and
user). As a consequence, the approach would be more dynamic, complete, and flexible.
However, the implementation of the three strategies in the same system can cause a
negative impact on the system’s complexity, testability, performance, and reliability.
In order to support context and system changes, the system should support different
kinds of sensors according to the information to be collected. Also, the volume of
information could be very high, meaning that the performance of the system could
be compromised. Moreover, since context, system and user changes occur at runtime
when a system implements all strategies, this approach could also affect negatively the
system’s testability and reliability.
D2-A2. Adaptation Automation. According to Hallsteinsen et al. [67], DSPLs should
include autonomic capabilities. This design alternative improves system’s flexibility,
however, it can increase the system’s complexity, and, as a consequence, the system
can be more difficult to be tested, harder to be maintained and less reliable. Each of
the predicted situations should be supported by the system, and unpredicted situations
should be handled properly during runtime. When the adaptation process is assisted by
humans or other systems, the approach can become less autonomous and less reliable
since software adaptation, when performed by humans or other systems, becomes an
onerous (regarding time, effort, and money) and error-prone activity, mainly due to
involuntary injection of uncertainties by developers [68, 25].
D2-A3. Adaptation Binding Time. Runtime binding is required for DSPLs. Hallsteinsen et al. [67] also indicate the necessity of supporting other kinds of bindings in order
to ease maintenance throughout their life cycle. So, an ideal approach should realise
the three types of binding time (design time, load time and runtime). This design alternative can improve system’s flexibility, however, it can increase system’s complexity
since a high number of variation points are going to be specified in the system.
D2-A4. Adaptable Architectural Pattern. Reflection and microkernel are well-known
patterns recommended to build adaptive systems [54]. We consider that an ideal approach should apply the reflection architectural pattern since it supports transparency
because the base level (managed subsystem) is unaware of the meta-level (managing
subsystem). Changing a software system is easy since the metaobject protocol provides
a safe and uniform mechanism for changing software [54].
The use of the microkernel pattern also improves modifiability, and flexibility since
additional adaptations only requires the addition or extension of internal elements [54].
Also, this pattern provides support for separation of concerns and modularity since
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external elements can implement their own policies. However, transparency is not
fully satisfied since the use of a metaobject protocol is not required.
A disadvantage of using both patterns is a possible negative impact on the system’s
performance. Reflective software systems are usually slower than non-reflective systems, as a consequence of the complex relationship between the base level and the meta
level [54]. Microkernel systems can be slower when compared to monolithic systems
due to their support for flexibility and modifiability.
D2-A5. Adaptation Realisation Type. The design decision of using open adaptation
has a number of advantages since the system can be extended, and new alternatives
and behaviours can be added at runtime. It leads to better dynamicity and flexibility; however, the runtime discovery mechanisms can be complex, and they can impact
negatively on the system’s performance and testability. On the other hand, the close
adaptation strategy leads to more reliable and testable systems since the system has
only a fixed number of adaptive options, and no new behaviours and/or alternatives
can be introduced at runtime. Moreover, it makes the system simpler and easier to
maintain, although, it impacts dynamicity and flexibility negatively.
D2-A6. Adaptation Realisation Technique. An ideal model for DSPL should allow
reconfigurations of the architecture structure when adaptations occur. This design alternative promotes an architecture-centric adaptation approach at a higher level of abstraction than code, based on coarse-grained architectural elements, realised by components and/or services. This design decision also promotes the construction of modular software systems, which in turn improves modifiability, reusability, and testability.
However, it can lead to a worse performance and flexibility since on-the-fly adaptations
can be complex and fine-grained modifications are not supported.
The replacement technique is simpler and less flexible than architecture reorganisation since the components can be changed individually at runtime, but no modifications
to the architectural configuration are carried out. The use of this technique can make
the system easier to reuse, test, trace and modify since it reduces the number of possible applications scenarios and limits customisability of DSPLs [1]. This strategy is also
based on changes of coarse-grained elements when compared to the code generation
technique, which promotes fine-grained modifications.
In this context, one can claim that the code generation technique can lead to more
flexible systems, however, it becomes less reliable, less modular and less reusable.
Moreover, this technique can also impact negatively on performance and testability
since code generation, compilation, and loading are performed during runtime. However, a hybrid approach also could be adopted by the architect, combining coarsegrained and fine-grained adaptation realisation techniques.
D2-A7. Use of MAPE-K Pattern. Ideally, a DSPL should implement all four activities
of the MAPE-K control loop. Moreover, it should be possible for the set of decisions to
be dynamically defined and their binding be realised at runtime. This strategy can lead
to more dynamic and flexible systems since options can be included/modified/removed
during runtime. However, it can impact negatively the complexity, testability, reliability and performance. The design choice using the dynamically defined adaptation
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options with runtime binding is more dynamic and flexible when compared to the most
commonly used design choice in DSPLs, which is the statically defined with runtime
binding [8].
An ideal model should support a model-driven approach for representing knowledge models at runtime. Cheng et al. [69] argue that models at runtime support the
development of runtime assurance strategies. All studied approaches have realised
model-based approaches for designing the knowledge base. It leads to approaches
which are easier to test, more reliable, and easier to modify. Moreover, ideally, dynamic models should be supported in order to improve the system’s dynamicity and
flexibility. However, this design alternative can impact negatively the complexity and
performance since the execution of runtime adaptations is not a simple task and the
correctness of the dynamically modified models should be validated. The use of static
models solves part of these limitations during design time; however, the approach becomes less flexible, but more reliable.
Lemos et al. [70] consider that the use of feedback control loop patterns is one
of the cornerstones for developing self-adaptive software systems since they can be
associated to different kinds of assurances at the conceptual level and at the code level.
It leads to approaches which are more modular and reliable, easier to modify, test, and
reuse.
5. Research Challenges
Despite many improvements in mechanisms to support runtime adaptation, the full
potential of building dynamic software product line systems depends on advances in
other research fields.
Testing and Assurance. self-adaptive software systems (SASS) can take different configurations at runtime in response to changes in context, in the system itself or its
goals. Considering scenario variations, decision making and binding at runtime, performing the test and validation tasks becomes very complex. This complexity is further
extended in systems that perform open adaptation because they can introduce new behaviours and new options at runtime, such as systems that perform service discovery at
runtime.
In the context of DSPLs, Metzger and Pohl [71] claim that to address (context)
situations unknown during design time, quality can be only partially assured and under certain assumptions. The authors raise the following issues as challenges: how to
model such assumptions? How to check if the assumptions hold in the actual situation? How to ensure the quality of an application during runtime if not all potential
adaptations of the application are known and predefined?
There are several researches in model-based testing for SPL as listed in Razak et
al. [72]. However, these surveys only consider static variability, and may not be able to
test situations that might occur at runtime. In the context of DSPLs, Santos et al. [73]
address the formal verification of DSPL, proposing a formal structure, which specifies
the DSPL adaptive behaviour to reason about the adaptations that could be triggered
at runtime; however, their approach is focused on DSPL verification at design time.
Other two works, A-FTS [74] and DFPN [75], were proposed for models supporting
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and model checking of DSPL, focusing on execution states (“ready”, “wait”). Ongoing
work is the Devasses project [76] which has as one of its objectives to deal with modelbased online testing, aiming to research, define and implement a solution to employ
model-based testing techniques to SOA orchestrations at runtime.
Fault Tolerance and Reliability.. In a previous work [52], we also compared DSPL
approaches regarding dependability and fault tolerance. Most of the DSPLs analysed
in this study did not have as one of their objectives the improvement of dependability
or the ability to tolerate failures. However, Nascimento et al. [13] deal with the highest amount of dependability attributes, exploring the different software fault tolerance
techniques based on design diversity.
Besides, there are some approaches dealing with variability-aware reliability analysis techniques that can be applied in DSPLs, as [77, 78]. For instance, Rodrigues et al.
[78] proposed a model for feature-aware discrete-time Markov chains, called FDTMC,
for verifying probabilistic properties (e.g., reliability and availability) of product lines.
Among the DSPL approaches analysed in our study (listed in Section3.2), only Pessoa
et al. [14] deal with reliability. Pessoa et al. [14] proposed a DSPL approach that is
explored and evaluated in the medical area, in particular in the Body Sensor Network
domain, in which reliability and maintainability are key requirements. The proposed
approach by Pessoa et al. [14] is based on FDTMC [78].
A Uniform Solution for Modelling Static and Dynamic Variability. Bosch et al. [79]
list dynamic variability and runtime concerns as one of the trends of software variability
area. According to Bosch et al. [79], designing variation points such that the variability
mechanism, which determines the binding time, can be easily replaced during system
implementation is particularly important. In this context, we pose another challenge:
How to represent dynamic variability efficiently?
Despite the numerous notations for modelling variability using feature model, most
of them deal only with static variability. The modelling of dynamic variability has
been neglected, with few attempts to represent it, as showed in Table 1. Among sixteen
analysed approaches (Table 1), only four of them deal with both static and dynamic
variabilities [1, 34, 38, 44], using their own notations, as Lee et al. [44], or multiple
models in order to complement the feature model. Thus, one of the challenges is the
definition of a standard notation to represent both static and dynamic variabilities.
Reference Models, Reference Architectures, Implementation Frameworks and Automated Tools. In the context of DSPLs, there is no reference model to be followed
on how to build a DSPL. Salehie and Tahvildari [25] raised the following issues that
are applicable to the DSPL project: which architecture styles and design patterns are
appropriate for this purpose? Which component model provides the best support for
the sensing and effecting in vivo mechanisms? Which interfaces and contracts need to
be considered?
On architectural styles, our taxonomy concluded that DSPLs use both hybrid,
component-based, and service-oriented architectures. On architectural patterns, DSPLs
are mostly based on the reflection architectural pattern. However, there is a gap between the definition of architectural styles and patterns and the concrete realisation of
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DSPLs. There is still a lack of models and processes that guide the development of
DSPLs, applying these architectural styles and patterns.
Regarding the component model, at the level of the managing subsystem, it is necessary to build monitoring and adaptation components that are reusable in other DSPLs,
that is, they are domain independent. At the managed subsystem level, a DSPL needs
to be constructed in order to be “understood” by the controller, to expose important
information through sensors, and expose its variation points to facilitate variability
management by effectors.
Regarding interfaces and contracts, although numerous research efforts have investigated approaches to develop DSPLs, there is still a lack of reference models and
reference architectures that could help realising in a systematic manner adaptation processes, variability management, and the instrumentation of probes/effectors.
Based on the sixteen DSPL approaches (Table 1) from our study, we identified the
following challenges: how to facilitate the technologies selection that fits in a given
purpose? Bashari et al. [28] proposed a conceptual reference framework for DSPL,
but they do not address practical issues for developing and realising DSPLs. There is
still a gap in reference models and reference architectures that can serve as a basis or
guide the design and construction of DSPLs. Similarly, implementation frameworks
and automated tools are needed as means of supporting and instrumenting the process
of building DSPL, and to make them widely usable by the industry.
Feedback Control Loops. Metzger and Pohl [71] state that the use of the autonomic
computing concepts is a challenge in the DSPL development. In particular, the application of feedback control loops when building well-structured DSPLs. Also, Capilla
et al. [80] discuss the need to explore mechanisms for compositional adaptation [24] in
order to implement runtime variability in DSPLs, in particular, the adoption of MAPEK loop. Moreover, Lemos et al. [70] discuss the importance of using the feedback
control loops in order to obtain assurances [81].
According to Table 2, few approaches have applied the MAPE-K loop, for example.
More specifically, only four approaches [12, 34, 13, 14] have used the MAPE-K feedback control loop for structuring the managing subsystems. The adoption of feedback
control loops contributes to raising the maturity of DSPLs.
6. Conclusions
The trend in the development of new Dynamic software product line (DSPL) approaches indicates the combined use of self-adaptation and variability management.
However, for that to be achieved there is the need to define a clear taxonomy that allows
to compare existing approaches from dynamic software product line and self-adaptive
software systems.
This chapter has provided a comprehensive taxonomy for comparing DSPL approaches regarding two key dimensions, namely, self-adaption and variability. Using
our taxonomy, sixteen prominent DSPL approaches were compared and weighted to
evaluate their design decisions, aiming to obtain a better understanding of the research
area. Then, these design decisions were analysed in the face of quality attributes. Thus,
as key messages of this chapter we realise that: (i) there is no single way to design and
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develop DSPLs, and this chapter demonstrated, based on the taxonomy, that there are
a variety of design decisions taken by the DSPL approaches, (ii) in the same way, each
design decision has trade-offs when analysed concerning the quality criteria, and this
analysis guides the architectural decisions of the engineers in the development of the
DSPL, (iii) the taxonomy presented in this chapter supports the reuse of knowledge
from the SASS research, which is a promising way to develop more dynamic DSPLs,
and (iv) both the DSPL and SASS research areas can take advantage of the intersection of these two areas, providing more dynamicity and autonomy for the DSPLs and
providing more means to represent the variability for adaptation in SASS.
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